
TOP REASONS TO CHOOSE PTW
Reason #3 - Our Supportive, Non-Competitive Environment

that Builds Self-Esteem and Lasting Friendships

Jessica H., PTW Student Holly H., PTW Student Jill Z, PTW Alumna
"You'd think that with an acting school there would 
be a lot of competition, but I was really suprised 
when I came here. Everyone is just so close and 
you all work together and you really, really honestly 
help each other." 

"I could sing and I could kind of dance, but when I 
came to PTW, it gave me lots of techniques and it 
also gave me the confidence to be able to be 
comfortable in my own voice. When I went to 
another audition, they would say "OK, sing for us" 
and I'm like, "OK, great, I'm going to show you!" 

“The non-competitive atmosphere at PTW really 
helped so I was comfortable being here and actually 
performing in front of people instead of having that 
crazy stage fright.”

Diane Lilli, Writer and PTW Parent
Diane Lilli, Writer and PTW Parent  “When my son first got here; he didn’t have the 

confidence to be onstage or to even speak publicly. 
And within I say, two or three years, he was 
unstoppable.”

"I think if you choose another school, the biggest 
problem is you'll just be a number. At PTW, you are 
never a number."

Jeffrey Greenberg, Executive & PTW Parent
"High school is a very turbulent time for kids, and 
PTW is a very safe haven.” 

PICTURE PICTURE

Ben S., PTW Student Meryl Levenberg, PTW Parent 
"I went here and I was really shy because I didn't 
know anybody. That day, the first day I came here, I 
made so many friends." 

Victoria Atwater Reed, Professional 
Opera/Concert Singer & PTW Parent

“Their child is just gonna be in such a warm, 
nurturing environment. You can't put a value on 
that, as far as I'm concerned.”“It's a loving, nurturing environment. It's all positive, 

yet hard work too. It's not just glitz without the real 
deal underneath.

Gary Mau, (Phantom, in "Phantom of the Opera" 
on Broadway) & PTW Parent
"Especially as a professional, I recognize the need 
for a solid support group. Here at PTW, you feel so 
supported as an artist, and you can do anything 
when you feel that support."


